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Future Events
Dollar Falls……………………………………………..……...……...…9th December
Finch Hatton Falls……………………………………….………..…..16th December
Heaphy Trail, NZ………………………………………………………29th December
General Meeting ………………………………………………………...23rd January
Eungella Tracks…………………………………………………………..27th January

Congratulations Maureen
For your Life Membership!
( the vote was unanimous)
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From the Editor
First of all congratulations to Maureen – a very deserving life member. I’m sure we will be walking with you for
many years to come.
Busy times ahead for most of us. 20 club members head to New Zealand soon after Christmas for the Heaphy
Track. Once the walk is completed Pam and Eric are off for some exciting times at the white water kayaking school,
several walkers are hiring camper vans and heading off for more adventures and 10 of us will be walking the
Kaikoura track. I’m sure it will be a fantastic trip. The January general meeting will be a week late as several
committee members will still be in NZ on the 16 th - venue to be announced for the meeting. The walks calendar for
2013 will also be a week late starting.
The Christmas camp was well attended and enjoyed by all. The weather was hot and the river perfect for
swimming, paddling and generally relaxing on. Thank you very much Bev for providing the venue but a shame you
were out of town for the weekend and couldn’t join us.
I would like to take this opportunity to wish all club members a safe and happy Christmas and enjoy your holidays. I
look forward to catching up with you all in the bush in the new year and swapping holiday stories.

Our Publicity Officer is Rob Kollin
robertskool@qld.chariot.net.au
Please email Rob any photos you think would
look good in the newspaper.

Distance
S = short – under 5km
M = medium – 5-10km
L = long – over 10km

Items for the next newsletter
should be sent to
jennywooding@dodo.com.au
prior to 25th January

Key to Walks Grading System
Terrain

1-3 = Graded or open terrain, no scrub
4-7 = Bush, minor scrub, rainforest,
Rocks, creeks, rockhopping, scrambling
8-10 = Bush as above + thick scrub, major rock
Scrambling using hands, technical

Terrain

1-3 = Easy, suitable for beginners
4-7 = Medium, reasonable fitness required
8-10 = Hard, strenuous, fit walkers only

Dan, Kathy, Cheryl and Frances at the M150 Time Capsule
Ceremony at Greenmount on Remembrance Day. A club newsletter and a
Newspaper article were provided for the capsule.
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Future Events
All trip leaders please ensure you collect the club gear bag from Garry before
undertaking your walk.

Please contact the leader to nominate for all walks
Dollar Falls
Sunday 9th December
Leader: Coral Morgan 49578474
Depart: 7am
Journey: 180km $18
Map Ref: 623676
Grade: S73
Estimated Walking Time: 4-5 hours Total of
all uphill sections: 300m Terrain: Rainforest
with vines (no tracks) Pace: Slow to medium
Expect: some steep slopes, loose rocks, fallen
timber and leeches.
The commencement of the walk is roughly half
way along Dalrymple Road. It is decades since
Steven did this walk, so it could be regarded as
exploratory. We will head for the point on the
map where he has indicated the falls are. We
should all be able to reach the top of the falls
which are located on the upper reaches of fifty
cent creek, a tributary of Cattle Creek,
accessible from Seninis Rd. if you are leaving a
message when booking for the walk, please do
include your return phone number.

Following the search earlier this year, the Finch
Hatton track towards Mt Dalrymple is a bit
clearer than usual, and we will follow this to a
spot beyond Kate’s Kitchen, then leave the
track for the creek, reaching the creek just
above the massive escarpment we know as
Upper Finch Hatton Falls. From here, we will
scramble down the falls. Be warned, this is a
steep descent. We will then continue down
Finch Hatton Creek to Dooloomai Falls, and
then back to the cars by the old Dooloomai
Falls track. The afternoon section of this walk
will be quite challenging, and if you are not up
for the steep climb down Upper Finch Hatton
Falls and some solid rock hopping through to
Dooloomai falls then this walk is not for you.

Upper Finch Hatton Falls
Sunday 16th December

20 walkers from the club will be undertaking a
full backpack hike over the Heaphy Track in
New Zealand in late December. This is a 5 day
hike, located in the Kahurangi National Park at
the north-west corner of the south Island of
New Zealand. The Heaphy Track is the longest
of the 9 New Zealand Great Walks at 78.4 km.
The walk passes through diverse landscapes
from beautiful beech forest to expansive
tussock grasslands, to lush forests, nikau
palms and roaring seas. Numbers for the walk
have closed.

Heaphy Track, New Zealand
December 2012
Heaphy Track hike December 2012. First
group(14 hikers-commencing 29th December)Leader Dan Mckinlay and second group(6
hikers-commencing 30th December)-Leader
Eric Minger.

Leader:

Steven Morgan
(4954 0037, 0418 882 817)
Depart:
6:00am
Journey:
140km
$14.00
Map Ref:
Mirani 699720 (all grid refs
for this walk are AGD 66)
Grade:
M98
Estimated walking time: 8 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 740m Pace: average Terrain:
very uneven terrain Vegetation: rain forest
Expect: much steep slopes, some
rockhopping, very steep scrambles, leeches
possible, wait-a-while, swimming holes.

Eungella Tracks
Sunday 27th January
Leader:
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Jenny Wooding 49440236

0447091532
Depart:
7am
Journey:
180km $18
Map REf:
Mirani
Grade:
L15
Estimated walking time: 6 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 100m Pace: average Terrain:
Graded walking tracks Vegetation: rainforest,
Expect, leeches and swimming holes.

This is a through walk commencing at the
Crediton end of the graded walking tracks and
ending at the Eungella Chalet. The tracks take
us along the banks of Broken River for several
kilometres and then past several lookouts. The
walk is suitable for beginners and is entirely on
graded tracks. You will need to bring plenty of
drinking water, hat, swimmers and insecticide.

Previous Activities
St Helen’s Creek walk
11 November
A smallish group set off in high spirits in anticipation of a beautiful
day rock-hopping up the picturesque St Helen’s creek. We
welcomed two visiting walkers from Canada – Ashley and Dave
and met up with Russell and Heather at Calen, making a party of
ten for the day. Four picknickers had already set themselves up
at the waterhole at the start of the walk, so we put in our request
for billy tea and scones on our return.
The water level was relatively low and we made good progress up the creek eyeing off various
waterholes as potential swimming spots. We were rewarded with some interesting wildlife sights,
spotting a couple of catfish ‘nests’, with the second one featuring the female cruising in the centre of the
circle of stones. Next we spied a carpet python with a very distended belly – looking like he had
swallowed a wallaby or some such the night before.
Our goal was to discover the renowned balancing rock which marked the proximity of the lunch time
spot and swimming hole. Of course, a group shot was taken to show we were there and after passing
up a couple of likely swimming holes, we opted to continue. We
were rewarded with an idyllic lunch time stop and a deep, cool
pool. After a leisurely lunch and swim, we rock-hopped our way
back down stream to cool off at the end of the day with another
very welcome swim.
After a quick change at the cars and some delicious strawberries
and chocolates handed out by Paul we agreed to top off the day
with an ice-cream stop at Calen. Thanks to Paul our leader, for a
relaxed day at a lovely creek in a beautiful rainforest setting.
Contributed by Fran Limmage
Denham Range Backpack Camp
3-4 November 2012
Where were all those first time full backpack hikers? Your description must have scared them off Dan.
Never-the-less 8 people took up the challenge, Dan the incredible leader, Coral the even more
incredible navigator, and the all-trusting followers – Kate, Deb, Fran, Cheryl, Paul and Penny.
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Dan, Coral, Kate & Penny had done this walk/camp 2 years
before, and after parking the cars in the Crediton State Forest
were amazed to see that “someone” had cut back lots of lantana
& made a small “bridge” over a gully enabling car access down
to a lovely grassed camping area beside Hazelwood creek –
what a pity we had opted to walk down to the creek (which was
more of a pity on the hot upward return trip).
Crossing Hazelwood creek was easy this time as the water was
low, but we followed it a little too far & then had to backtrack to find the right ridge. It was a steep climb
up the ridge and morning tea time gave us a welcome break with time to discuss various opinions as to
whether the very annoying flies were March or Marsh flies (but they did appear to have pretty green
eyes). I had to know – so I have since looked it up – there are March and there are Marsh flies, but
they are not the same. In a nutshell - the March fly is also known as a
Horse fly and those are the nasty, annoying biting ones. Marsh flies
drink dew & nectar.
There appeared to have been no rain for some time and the dry grass
and leaves crunched under our feet. It was extremely hot and we were
grateful for the strong wind which provided a cooling effect for us whilst
blowing the tree tops quite alarmingly. Eventually we reached the “dray
track” and Coral enlightened us with some of the history of this track.
After reaching “the fence” we had lunch alongside the track. A detour
was made down a steep side track from where Coral assured us we
could see The Stalk...well it was just possible - if you bent sideways,
closed one eye & were able to get a glimpse through the right tree
trunks!
We reached the Denham Range Camping Ground approximately 3pm and set about trying to find
suitable areas to erect our tents, preferably away from trees and certainly ones with obvious dead
branches. The added choice was also - a windy site with view or a less windy site without view. Now
we all know that most dedicated bushwalkers have some peculiarities about them, but we women could
not believe the quirkiness of the two men. Dan had loaded himself up with additional weight – he said
2-3 kg extra (but his pack looked as if it held more extra than that) – he said “just for training”. Now I
think the sensible women tried to get our packs as light as possible, Paul on the other hand said his
pack weighed 17kg...but what did it contain?????...well he said he didn’t have much food and it
certainly didn’t contain any warm clothing.... but it did have two sets of tent pegs and a hammer! In
spite of our disbelief that someone would carry a hammer, there was no point in letting it go to waste
and quite a few of us were happy to make use of it.
The wind raged and provided a challenge for lighting stoves – I think Cheryl swore at her special you
beaut light anywhere matches, Deb nearly set the log her
stove was hiding behind on fire and Paul’s attempts to get
his fire lighters alight was an exercise in sheer
determination! My stove wouldn’t light in spite of my
knowing there was gas in the cylinder and I now have to
confess that I think the cylinder & the stove top had come
unscrewed. Eventually all challenges were overcome &
we were fed, and as Dan had been assured – there was
water in the tank. The view from the campsite across the
valley was lovely and the setting red glowing orb sun was
magnificent. We sat on the logs talking for a while huddled in our warm clothes – except for Paul who
had no warm clothes so wrapped himself in a tarpaulin, and in the morning made a vest from a garbag
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– however eventually it was decided we might as well get warm in our tents, and we went off to bed.
The wind raged all night & I believe the creaking trees made it a disturbed sleep for some.
The morning was still windy and there was some threatening cloud
but fortunately for us, no rain. We left camp about 8am and went
a short distance along the dray track before turning off it near
Pumpkin Hill - taking one of Coral’s “shortcuts”. Now we did this 2
years ago & Kate, Dan & I should have known better! Only this
time it was worse – we bashed & crashed through lantana, vines,
prickly undergrowth & who knows what. It took hours just to do a
few kilometres. Dan bashed as much as he could but with his
“extra weight for training” & very high pack that kept getting caught
up in foliage, & found it tough going so Kate & Cheryl took over finding the ”route of least resistance”.
Eventually at lunch time we came to a clearing beside a beautiful creek where we had lunch & a short
rest. The creek also provided some of us an opportunity to replenish our dwindling water supplies.
Coral now said something like “well at least we learnt one thing – the track is so overgrown that it is no
longer a shortcut”! And Dan replied something like “well we won’t be caught a third time” and I had to
second that! Her navigation, of course, was spot on & we came out at the dirt track near Plevna.
A short distance along this track Coral tentatively gave us another
“shortcut” option. The choice was between about 9 km of up & down
along the dirt track back to the cars or about 3 through the open
timber country (she assured us with no lantana) back to the creek.
After our recent experience some were sceptical about “shortcuts” –
Paul said he didn’t have enough food to last another night (we never
did find out just exactly what he did have in his 17kg pack). Sceptical
or not we opted for the “shortcut” which this time really did turn out to
be true. In this wooded country were many native cymbidium orchids
beautifully displaying their flowers, which gave some of us quite a lift
in spirits. With her excellent navigational skills we came out exactly
where Coral said we would, at the creek. Fran & I were so happy we
burst into the “Halleluja” chorus. It was then just a short slog uphill to
the cars, we reached them at about 3.15pm.
On the way home we tumbled out of the cars at the Finch Hatton store for a very well deserved coffee
or paddlepop. Some things had been a challenge - but what Bushwalker doesn’t love a challenge!!!
Thanks Dan & Coral....we’ll do it again.....someday.
Penny McMahon

Western Trail
Sunday 18th November
By 9am, nine enthusiastic walkers were assembled at the far reaches of Dalrymple Road ready to head
into the high quality rain forest along the first section of the Western Trail leading to Mt Dalrymple. The
journey from town had been uneventful, with a punctual departure, pickups at Marian and Mirani, and a
bit of vehicle swapping. We were fairly confident that the cloud cover was more likely to keep us cool
than to bring down rain upon us.
The initial pace at the front of the line was fairly brisk, and the going was easy, with just enough roots,
vines and logs across the path to keep us from becoming complacent. As Therese was travelling
without her camera, she had no excuse to loiter, but Peter later provided her with one on loan, so she
was able to chalk up a lot of snaps in a very short time. Epiphytes, fungi, rock formations and noble
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trees provided plenty of subject matter, as did various bushwalkers relaxing near creeks, scrambling
down slippery slopes or cautiously ascending with the help of roots and branches.
After about an hour, we arrived at the first crossing of one of the tributaries of Cattle Creek, and what a
perfect morning tea spot, with stately palms, rain forest giants supporting huge clumps of orchids,
elkhorns, staghorns and bird’s nest ferns. Even though the leaf litter along the track was fairly dry, a few
leeches had managed to attach themselves to our limbs, and as we rested on rocks in the creek bed,
they became even more apparent.
During the next hour, we had some serious uphill and downhill sections, and it was now hot and sunny.
The second creek crossing was reached in time for an early and leisurely lunch, and before long the
remaining Urannah Creek campers could be heard in the distance. Three female and four male club
members descended into the creek from the bank above us, some bearing very heavy loads on their
backs. After some socialising and reacquainting, the faster group continued on their homeward journey
and we saw their cars taking off as we were walking from the forest down onto the road.
For those of us in the daytripping group, the walk out was hot but taken at a comfortable pace, and by
just after 2pm we were preparing for the car trip back to town. Thanks to Peter for leading us on a
relaxing stroll through an enchanting area, and to all participants for the pleasant company they
provided.
Carole

Christmas Camp
24th & 25th November
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Memories
Of
2012
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